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Watching you guys on here for the last few years has been like watching cats get rolled over by a 
tank and ripped to shreds by dogs, when we the cats designed the tank and rescued the dogs from 
their hellish home countries, and the dogs are only convinced we are their enemies because of the 
decorationss on the tank.  
Our countries and ethnicities are being invaded and disintegrated, whether you are white, black, 
hispanic, korean, german, french, swiss, norwegian, russian, we have a common enemy in the 
jewish religion, the jewish nation, and the jewish people.  Any jewish people at this point in time 
who are not already on our side will never be, and even then we can never, ever trust them not to 
betray us as their primary tactic is turning every single one of their people into spies.  
The recent post where the OP thanked the anon for the spray adhesive is a good start, that is what 
we need to be doing, not shouting kike and n*****r and throwing swastikas around, using every 
failed strategy that our enemy actually encourages.  
The truth is on our side, that should be our primary tool.  Anything we do that is uncouth, low, 
crude, spiteful, inelegant, only hurts us, and they will do everything they can to make us look that 
way.  
Extremist white supremecist racism is the jew's best friend, and they are here to encourage us, and 
this is why the daily swastika thread is never taken down.  
I hold these truths to be self-evident, I can no more remain silent about them than I could remain 
silent about my own existence.  I have seen these things for my own eyes, I have watched them 
devolve into where we are at over the course of my entire life.  
The time for silence and measured words is over.  
Evil is here among us, and no matter where you are on Earth, its primary advocate is the Jewish 
nation.
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From here on out, we are proud of who we are, and we are cool, but we are not the coolest, because 
no one is. 
The idea of racial supremacy is a jewish idea that we must reject entirely.   
We are seeking any ally we can find in an existential struggle, to prevent our cultures from 
disappearing, our women from being eternally prostituted and raped, our ideals from being 
perverted, our borders from becoming meaningless, our books from being burned by googles 
algorithms.   
We also know there is a greater power behind what is happening now with the consolidation of 
power in Jerusalem, and this is the solid state entity, satan, the borg, the replicators, the end of life 
on earth, the attempt to end the universe and build a new one under satanic domination, in a 
babylonian system that is doomed to fail, on top of the jews as well, so we are in a way saving 
jewish people from their own suicide cult.  You’re welcome.  
It just so happens that the most evil force in the universe finds it expedient to use Jewish 
nationalism as its vehicle, and if this sounds like a good, true, religion to you, then you may have 
been brainwashed by them.  



If you watch only jewish media, and culture approved by jews, and you find out there is a deep fear 
inside of your mind that causes you to shake every time you hear something that jews will not like, 
you either have a brainslug or you are under mind control.
Check yourself and advise everyone you know to do so as well. 
The first thing we have to do is allow antisemitmism. Hating Jews is from this point on legal, just 
like all other forms of hate. Hate has never been solved by outlawing it, fun fact.
The second thing is to remove any jewish person or stooge from a position where they can censor 
us, even if it means making entirely new platforms and channels.    
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Study Gene Sharp, every society, institution, organization, has elements that act as pillar to support 
it.  We need to attack those pillars. 
They are financial usury, central banking, international banking, antisemitism as a propaganda 
concept, jewish media ownership, degradation of our language, legalization and obfuscation of their
terrorist insurgency, celebration of divisive degenerate elements like gangsta rap and what can only 
be described as faggotry, for starters.   
There is nothing wrong with rap or being gay, but jews use the media to celebrate these as central 
elements of society on their tower of babel.  Even gays and gangstas know the united states military
cannot be based upon faggotry and incoherent babbling, and to the extent they are not part of the 
pedocracy and stoogiciary jews put into power, will be our allies if we reach out to them.  
That begins today.  White people are not bigots, we welcome all to our cause who will work with us
in earnest and listen to reason.  White people are not supremecists, we recognize that there are 



brilliant people of all races, and that all races would be prepared for self improvement if the 
shackles were removed.
It may take a hundred years, but we will end the child abuse, including Victoria's Secret, 
Circumcision and genital mutilation of all kinds, and the pederasty endemic to the jewish religion, 
which enables it everywhere else, from the Catholic Church to the Boy Scouts.   
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White people are the greatest shackle removers there have ever been, in this alone we are supreme.  
This is why the movies 12 years a slave and jango unchained were made, and this was effective at 
stoking black on white hatred, and we need to use the same tactics to demonstrate that in any 
structural view of slavery of blacks, jewish people played a key role, and jewish media has hid this 
from them.  
This is to say, we are creating a new media that excludes only one group of people, the jews.  They 
have demonstrated they cannot be trusted with an elementary school newspaper, much less a 
national mass media seen by millions.  If nothing else is clear, this is.  
There can be a white ethnostate, but there should be a black one too.  There can be a hispanic 
ethnostate, the concept of federalism allows for this and it can be done.  But it will only work if we 
share the values of the constitution, the bill of rights, and reject any form of racial superiority. 
Jews are the ones who believe in their racial superiority and want to rule the world, like always they
blame us for what they are actually doing. 
It is also true that there is no such thing as a white or black person, we are all shades of beige, just 
humans.  Everyone deserves an equal human right, but privileges can be earned by real 
contributions.  
Jews believe no one has any rights, that we are all inferior, cattle, goyim, food, shiksas, and demand
the right of their own privilege, and this is the point we need to hammer home, that their religion is 
inherently racist and supremacist. 
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We are all slaves to the jews now due to the current global financial system.  This system, which 
uses many, many white and other racial proxies and stooges oppresses the entire global south, and is
also a major cause for chinese totalitarian militarism, as they see no road to peaceful co-existence 
when they might be up against a global jew world order. 
We need the chinese on our side against the jews, all allies are welcome.  The chinese need to know 
that the supremecists in jews are their real enemy, and they know this.  There is a vast chinese 
literature on how the jews dominate america that many seek to emulate, we have to give them an 
alternative to enslaving their population to make a war machine.  
So there is a shuffle, jewish economics of usury, slavery impoverish latin american and africa 
through the world bank(see work of John Perkins), then jewish media convinces white altruism the 



only real "solution" to this is mass immigration of unskilled labor that see us as suckers and then as 
oppressors, and then as stupid victims. 
Meanwhile the profits of this get collected in jerusalem. 
We have tried solving the problem of the global south by importing or assassinating all of their most
intelligent people and handing out sheister loans, while also profiting from the sale of weapons, and 
droning any leadership capable of recognizing what is going on.  
This is what we should be talking about with Angela Merkel, not protecting our racial purity.  The 
idea that we are helping anything by accepting immigrants beyond this point is absurd.  
The global financial system being put in place is the pillar we must strike. 
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But we are built into this pillar, we use these dollars to feed ourselves.  This is the current reality, 
but this is where a lot of work needs to be done.  BTC is one major solution, we need to use 
amongst ourselves anything but the jewish rothchild dollar.  Skillshare, used books, iou's, barter, 
whatever it takes to function economically outside of that financial system will lead us towards 
independence, and eventually having a currency that does not gift Jerusalem with every transaction. 
Companies like NCR, Amdocs, Thrive, Goldman Sachs, need to be shunned, outed, doxed, 
disconnected.  
Their dollars are now worthless to us, a point of shame, a form of slavery disguised as a piece of 
paper.  
Every flow of money towards a jew is poison.  Every company with ties to israel is a stab in your 
neighbors back.  
As it stands now every transaction at a major store in the USA or Europe is processed in Jerusalem 
by NCR, and every communication the same.  It may take a decade, but we need to reject this form 
of predatory centralized monopoly, and create local and national transaction systems. It may need to
be underground, it may need to be informal, it may be very small scale.  
Watch Supersize Me 2 with Spurlock and the chicken farmers, the whistleblower shows what they 
are doing to even our most wealthy farmers.  It is as if they have ananlyzed our entire class structure
and any of us who have wealth, they go after individually to capture that stream of income.  
See next point. 
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The Elder Protocols is real.  They attack white people on an individual basis, invisibly, 
economically, socially, and have been doing so since the dawn of time.  Why do you think our 
political leadership is two people who can barely complete a proper sentence?  Why do you think 
someone like myself who can write a doc like this, has 50eu to his name?  



They have been attacking our most capable leaders.  Many of us are probably homeless, broke, 
many have probably committed suicide thinking this is all their fault.  
We need to accept that whether white or black or hispanic or whatever, our greatest leaders have 
been murdered for decades.  Chavismo and Simon Bolivar and Fidel Castro are actually patriots for 
our cause, and if you read what they actually were saying, it is predictive of what we are actually 
now facing.  
This means every white person has an interest in rescuing every homeless, addicted, white person, 
same for all other races.  One of them may actually be your true leader, under their attack. 
This means rescuing every white woman from prostitution and pornography.  This is what Ghislane 
Maxwell as doing when she went to shopping malls and gave her number to the most attractive 12 
year olds and took them to the island.  This is what Victorias Secret is, a giant vaccuum hose of 
beauty out of our actual culture and into their pedo mansions where their remains were so splattered
over the tile it had to be removed prior to Epsteins arrest.  
They know the power of Helen of Troy, and they took her from us and made her a crass idol.  
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This means dropping the ego bullshit, and actually protecting and assisting our most capable people 
on a daily basis.  Consider Aurora and Lorde, some of the most beautiful women and greatest 
musicians maybe in the history of the world, and who are on board to boycott epsteinland even at 
risk to themselves.  We need to protect them at all costs.  They will never help us and join us if we 
are the the racial supremacists, they will only help us if we are against the racism of the jews 
without all of the bullshit that jews encourage us to tack onto our true identities as fighters for 
global human freedom.
You might want to maybe help someone like me not get assassinated and live someplace safe with 
friends.  
But I am not a beggar, you will have to decide this yourself. 
I do not expect to live, they know who I am, they know I am one of your leaders and have since the 
day I was born.  
They have made my life hell, and this is how I repay them.  
I used to think there could be a peaceful solution, back in the 90s with the camp david accords and 
UN resolutions, but jews have rejected all of that and gone for supremacy.  There can be no going 
back for them. 



Any jew reading this, now is your chance to repent and disavow your nationality and cult.  We will 
no longer accept judaism as a religion, it is a satanic, traitorous cult, and traitors get the rope.  
Nor do cults have a place in our civilization.  A religion does not vie for "key positions" and operate
in secret to take over countries from within.  That is what you have done.  Even jewish apologists 
openly state judaism is a nationality now, so we have as little use for a jewish president or media 
ownership as we have for any from neptune or hell.   
We will no longer be "easily swayed."  
You had your chance, but you were greedy pedos.  
And you still cover for epstein, pretend he wasnt one of you.
Epstein is israel. Israel is epstein.  Epsteinraeal.  Epsteinland.  Pedoville. 
Be creative in hammering this home until victory is ours. 
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Jews are attacking the english language, they want the global tongue of power and culture to be the 
ugly mouthfull of spit that is Hebrew.
Gangsta rap, take your meds, cnn vs fox, the inability to define communism or socialism, the 
complete public misunderstanding of the philosophy that is anarchy in our culture, the use of the 
word "intelligence" to replace spying, the list goes on and on.  
Our public discourse has degenerated to namecalling and there is no place for actual public debate. 
Reddit could have been the basis for a great coming together of everyone on earth, but the jews 
wanted to control it and use it for their purposes. 
There is no reason there could not be a sanely moderated debate website except that the jews will 
not allow it and will DDOS and infiltrate it like they do here. 
The jews ruined the internet. So we must un-ruin it.  
Same goes for all media and journalism, from now on we laugh at any jewish "journalist" like the 
Goldberg of The Atlantic who ignored Epstein for 30 years and then complains "the conspiracy 
theorists are winning." 
What dishonest filth.  Our media includes no jews and we watch no more jews and we have no 
more use for jewish journalists, and we make our own.  
If we do not know where the money comes from like with The Intercept or OnlyFans, we have no 
use for it. 
So we have to generate our language, make it a bond between us, and calling people mutts, spics, 
n*****s, kikes all of the time is just as degenerate as celebrating the chopping off of our dicks as a 
central element of our culture.  
You can be certain the hasbarans on here use all of those terms with joy and glee as it ensures the 
division of our efforts against them.   
Note the Red in the MAGA hat, that is by design, and the historical precedents should terrify you.  
They want us to kill ourselves and each other, and this year.
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The culture of anonymity is ultimately one of weakness.  We cannot work together and form a 
movement or society atomized, while they parade our most degenerate traitors like Roger Stone and
Steve Bannon, and the Republican/Democratic party, as if they were our rulers, when we don't 
know who each other are.  At the moment the FBI and DOD are propagandizing the united states, 
creating fake website and media avatars like The Conscious Resistance and Breitbart, to herd us 
into wasting our time and other stupidity.  



At the same time, they want us to believe that idiots or psy ops like Breivik and Tarrant represent 
us, when they do not and never have.  Going and shooting up some place is utter, utter idiocy. 
We must be aware of the sickness of their plans.  Study the movie Invasion USA, which is basically
their playbook.  
Every effective tactic against jews will either be coopted, murdered or associated with a false flag 
attack.  To think that it could ever possibly be in the interest of white people to go on a spree against
70 young white people.  To think that muslims in New Zealand are the real enemy.  
We need leaders, and not another Hitler or dictator. 
White people believe in the most advanced form of government, The Republic, and this requires 
representatives, judges, executives, soldiers, generals, journalists, mediators, historians, prophets, 
scholars, who know the sides, and the stakes.
If you do not know the beaver, do your homework and lurk moar lol.
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Shooting sprees, mad bombings, offensive street violence hurts our cause and is utterly stupid.  
We are princes, we are warriors, we are Atticus Finch and Frederick Doublas, we are Marcus 
Aurelius and Louis Armstrong, we are of an honorable heritage, we try to work things out until 
there is no other option.  While we can still talk we talk, if you will negotiate with us in good faith 
we will try to make peace until our fingers bleed from typing. 
I know I have tried and am still trying, as they stalk me everywhere I go in Berlin. 
But as far as jewish gangs and spies in our countries go, JDL(an offensive organization), Sayanim, 
APLEA Rangers, Shomrim, which is what is actually happening, that is a different story.  
Every single person going on a shooting spree has been a disaster for our cause of bringing freedom
to this world, and is in no way justifiable under any law other than a jewish one, as their zionist 
yinnom plan is for them a categorical imperative, any murder, rape, lie, injustice, is for them 
justified.  
And for them they can just shake the chicken over their head and sleep well at night.
But we are a different breed, anyone who sinks to their level is not one of us and is a monstrous 
turncoat.  
Their gangs and traitorous infiltration of our countries is already against our laws, we only need to 
revoke their exception to them.  
We work to honor Breivik's victims, and he must know that to us he is just another proxy clown. 
Chauvin, too, if that is his real name.  



That said, we are not in this for our egos, we are in this for our people, our families, our future, or in
the event of failure, our honorable death with our virtue intact.  
Glory, recognition, is secondary, our kingdom is actually not even of this world.  
And even if this were our only life, what better way could we spend it?  
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The idiotic gregorian calendar is a weapon used against us.  We rest on sunday while they plot 
against us. Our holidays are now all potential workdays while their day for worshipping demons is 
alone revered.  The constantly shifting first day of the month makes their late fees pile high in 
jerusalem.  
This must change. 
From now on, Thor's Day and Freya's Day are our weekend and we go to work on their sabbath, 
first doing those things that work against the jewish tyranny.  
At first this will be informal, but from now on we will encourage a global anti-jerusalem day every 
Saturday.  While they are resting we will be working against them.  
They will have to build an eruv around the entire world to shut us up every saturday!  
Consider also the 13 month year, with every month having the same number of days. 
Preserve the weekend for ourselves, don't make other people in our cause ruin their weekend. Stop 
shopping on the weekend.  
Make sure to get your rest every week so that you are strong to fight our enemy.
Self-care is a political weapon, let us use it. 
And let us take care of each other, and recognize that we are all damaged from the jew world order, 
that we all need to heal.  
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I love you guys.  I have met people in my life of all colors, all religions, all nationalities, it is only 
the jew that I have repeatedly met and must honestly admit I despise.  They have been rude to me, 
looked down on me, lied to my face, rejected fair debate, tricked me, refused friendship, blacklisted 
me, and waged invisible war against me through the proxy of ignorant police agents.
Like I said the elder protocols are real, our entire leadership class as white people, as black people, 
as hispanics, has been murdered and otherwise impoverished by them, while their easily bribed 
ciphers rise in power and stab us in the backs.  
I have woken up every saturday morning since I realized Trump had appointed all Jews and 
Kushner in the white house, and I have worked against them.  I have worked to spread the truth, 
defend our language, teach and study the history, and red pill everyone that is ready for it.  
My situation is tenuous, I do not expect to live to old age, or even past this year really.  
I believe at the moment I have Teh virus, I came down with the symptoms this week.  I believe this 
may be project zephyr, a virus they can use as a cover to assassinate whoever they want.  And the 
confusion over it may lead to civil war this fall between the idiotic trump and biden camps.  
Let’s avoid this.  Do not fight their civil war.  If you in the militaries of the world you do not protect
us from this existential threat, you will go down in history shamefully and probably also burn in 
hell.  
We can do this.  All is not lost.  This is our time.  Be your best self. Find those smarter, stronger and
wiser than you and join them. 
Chads, Nobodies, Incels, Virgins, I am proud you made it this far, let's take care of each other and 
make a better world, one we can be proud of, that can resist the eternal threat of the solid state 
entity, and oblivion.   
Pan-American and Pan-European Patriotism Forever!  
Love in Truth, 
JMH 8-8-2020
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